Lecturer in Medical Statistics

Queen Mary University of London, London, UK

Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine

Applications are invited for a Lecturer in Medical Statistics in the Wolfson Institute which has a strong epidemiological and statistical team and an international reputation for research in preventive medicine. The post sits within the medical screening group, which focuses on the epidemiology of congenital anomalies (including a new Latin American collaboration on research into congenital Zika Virus Syndrome), the effectiveness of antenatal screening for these anomalies and the prevention of cardiovascular disease together with the development of statistical techniques to analyse such data. The post can, if necessary, extend beyond these areas.

The successful candidate will be expected to contribute statistical expertise to the Centre’s research and teaching, share responsibility for the supervision of various research activities and take on a future leadership role in the Centre’s research. As well as teaching medical and dental students (pre-clinical and clinical years) the post holder may be asked to provide statistical advice to researchers within the Medical School.

The suitable candidate would be expected to have experience in medical research (with one or more significant publications), teaching and have a firm grasp of applying quantitative methods to medicine. A postgraduate qualification (e.g. MSc in Medical Statistics) or equivalent experience in medical statistics is essential. This is a full time permanent appointment and will be at Grade 5/6 Academic & Education, within the salary range £40,865 – £48,150 per annum inclusive of London Allowance, according to experience and qualifications. Benefits include 30 days annual leave, defined benefit pension scheme and interest-free season ticket loan.

Candidates must be able to demonstrate their eligibility to work in the UK in accordance with the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006. Where required this may include entry clearance or continued leave to remain under the Points Based Immigration Scheme.

Informal enquiries about these posts can be made to Professor Nicholas Wald, tel: 020 7882 6269, email: nj.wald@qmul.ac.uk

Application enquiries should be directed to Recruitment at recruitment@qmul.ac.uk
To apply, please visit the Human Resources website on [http://www.hr.qmul.ac.uk/vacancies](http://www.hr.qmul.ac.uk/vacancies) and search for reference QMUL14374.

Interviews will be held shortly thereafter.

**Closes:** 14th April 2018